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Dear Tourism and Hospitality Industry Stakeholders,

This is the sixth monthly update for the Louisville Destination Strategic Plan (DSP). If you are new to these updates,

welcome! The prior email updates are linked here on the DSP dedicated website. As you are now aware, Louisville

Tourism is working through the development of a Destination Strategic Plan to guide future tourism industry growth

and development in Louisville. As the official Destination Marketing Organization for Louisville Metro, we are taking

on this task to plan for the future of Louisville as a destination. To facilitate this process, Louisville Tourism has

engaged JLL’s Global Tourism and Destinations practice to lead the planning process. The DSP planning process is

expected to last approximately 10-12 months and will include several opportunities for stakeholder input to further

inform and guide the outcomes.

Stakeholder Engagement Continues
As we have mentioned in prior updates, JLL has been reaching out into the Louisville tourism market to connect with

stakeholders across the industry. During our visit in February we completed additional focus groups bringing the total

to 30 and new individual meetings bring the total to 33. These meetings included YPAL, arts and culture and the

KICC study. We will be back in town to continue moving the DSP process forward in March. If you haven't

participated in a focus group or meeting and would like to meet with JLL, please click here . 

Benchmarking
JLL has continued to work through the benchmarking and presented updated results to the Leadership Committee in
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February. The results from the macro level items, as mentioned in our last update, showed that Louisville was in the

bottom tier fo most metrics. However, when it comes to the tourism and hospitality metrics, Louisville is punching

above its weight. For example, Louisville is one of the smaller markets in the competitive set, but the size of the

tourism industry is similar to those of larger markets and is employing Louisvillians at the rate of larger markets.

Additionally, Louisville's downtown core has one of the best convention hotel packages to offer meeting planners. JLL

will continue to refine this data with the Leadership Committee in the coming weeks. 

Attractor Scale
As mentioned in earlier updates in the DSP process, JLL has a proprietary method to measuring demand generators

for tourism visitation. During February's visit, JLL showed the initial results of the Attractor scale with the Leadership

Committee. This scale is a multi-step assessment of destination assets in terms of its global appeal and ability to

drive visitation to the destination. The scale includes the following steps:

Utilize visitor traffic and flow data to assess current demand

Place individual assets on scale based on eight criteria to score

Rate anything that is a 6-7 or greater as Louisville’s Attractors (stand-alone demand generators)

Utilize the outcome to identify future competitive position

Recommend new investment or enhancement to grow assets on the scale

 The initial results were discussed with the Leadership Committee and will be refined during March's Committee

meeting. 

Next Steps
We are currently analyzing the destination landscape for events that drive visitation as well as finalizing the KICC

utilization and optimization study. During the March visit, JLL will be vetting these results and preparing to craft

priorities for the DSP process.  

We Want to Hear from You
If you would like to set up a time with JLL to discuss your thoughts in more detail, please complete the form on our

dedicated project website here to let us schedule a time with you.  We look forward to hearing from you.
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